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Summary

This report examines the social, structural and organi-

zational obstacles to the introduction of decision tech-

nology in oublic contexts, and summarizes two studies that

suggest ways of overcoming these obstacles.

As a means of defining the problem the report carica-

tures two Federal government policy-makers: Director

Devious and Director Dubious. Director Devious wants to

keep hii. values and probabilities covert in order to enhance

his freedom of action. Director Dubious, though a skeptic

about new technologies, recognizes the problem they address

and is willing to give them a try. Two classes of technological

tools are proposed to him.

One technology, concerned with probability estimation

and Bayesian inference, is illustrated by a study conducted

by the American Colleqe of Radiology, using ARPA-developed

technology, of the diagnostic value of x-rays. Attending

physicians, minimally trained about probabilities, made ore-

and post-x-ray probability judgments about possible diagnoses

in emergency room cases. The log likelihood ratio inferred

from these judgments was the measure of diagnosticity. The

main conclusions were: (1) minimally trained physicians

make very well calibrated probability estimates, (2) very

few x-rays are completely undiagnostic, even if taken for

medical-legal reasons, (3) level of physician training made

little difference to performance in orobability estimates.

The other technology, concerned with measurement of social

values, is illustrated by an apolication of a version of

multiattribute utility measurement to selection of nuclear

waste disposal sites. Experts on nuclear waste disposal sites

evaluated various hypothetical sites by an ARPA-develooed

procedure. The main findings were that they
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liked the procedure and wanted to try it further, and that

the results were robust under manipulations having to do

with incorrect prior expectations concerning the ranges of

dimensions of value.

Both technologies are offered to Director Dubious, and

his governmental colleagues, as serious candidates for

adaptation and use.
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The views and conclusions contained in this document
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Introduction I

In preparing this paper, I had the enormous advantage

of having read a related paper prepared by Mr. Joseph F. .

Coates, of the Office of Technology Assessment, U.S. Congress,

(to appear in AAAS Symposium Volume on Judgment and Choice

in Public Policy Decisions, in press). Mr. Coates's incisi, o

and provocative analysis of the nature of public policy

decision making and the difficulties that experts have in

providing useful inputs to that process merits extravagant

admiration. It is a frank, penetrating review of virtually

all of the issues that bemused academics like myself who

have fluttered around the fringes of the Federal policy

community for many years have vaguely sensed as being

characteristic of policy making.

I would like to underline a few points made by Mr.

Coates, as a preliminary to some suggestions about what

* - might be done to address them. Perhaps his most important

single point is that policy is not made in a problem-oriented

vacuum. Instead, it is made in an embattled arena, usually

by a man or organization upon whom are focused the efforts

of a wide variety of conflicting stake holders, each having

* his own perception of both problems and issues--often with

his own collection of "facts" to back up that perception. As

Mr. Coates says, "The key issue or issues are not obvious,

since they usually have not been presented in a clear,

cogent, or neutral way by any of the parties concerned. It

is not in their interest to do so." In such an embattled

context, "The resolution of an issue in almost all cases
1
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must be a compromise rather than a clear victory for any
party to the conflict." This gladiatorial atmosphere

presents problems to the would-be policy-influencer because

"In general, experts cannot deal with trade-offs which are
the essence of public policy. Experts cannot deal with com-

promise situations and conflict, as experts."

If one looks for the underlying issues of any conflict,

they seem to fall into two categories: probabilities (measures

of uncertainty) and utilities (measures of values) Concerning

probabilities, ir. Coates says "The future course of every

public policy issue of necessity is involved in uncertainty.

Much uncertainty is not accidental but intrinsic, and

cannot be eliminated for several reasons. First, the future

is not fully anticipatable; second, we do not have adequate

models of social change; and third, many of the consequences
of actions associated with policy cannot be understood until

the actions themselves are taken." I would add that often

those consequences cannot be understood even after the

actions have been taken. As a result, Mr. Coates says that

.?. "Another primary task for government is to manage uncertainty,,

i.e., to take those measures that in one way oi another

* -'eliminate, hedge, reduce, or compensate for uncertainty so

as to permit the institutions of society to move ahead in an

- organized fashion." From my own point of view, such measures

for uncertainty management have a necessary preliminary;

first one must measure uncertainty.

The other issue that Mr. Coates identifies as crucial

is the one that he calls value, but I would prefer for

history-of-science reasons to call utility. He says, "The

subject of values has engendered an alarming amount of

intellectual trash, useless discussion, uninformed delib-

". eration, and pointless hand wringing ....... Values are

*. difficult to discern. Individuals often cannot see their
own; when they can see them, they cannot give weights to

2



them. Values are often ill-formed. They are latent, they

are dark, they cannot necessarily be related to public

decisions without a great deal of intermediate work."

On the question of measuring values, Mr. Coates seems

to me to be somewhat ambivalent. At one point he says,

"Since values are heterogeneous and overlapping among the

parties of interest, it is difficult to identify and sort

them into tidy bundles. An effective way to reveal the

values of the parties to the conflict is important. That

revelation is not likely to result from simple direct

inquiry." At another point, he derides "...the false

conclusion that making those values explicit is a worthwhile

activity in all public policy processes ....... Many private

motives are in conflict, are latent, are dark, uncongenial,

and even unspeakable. Consequently the universal call for

making them explicit in public is really an invitation to

hypocrisy."

From reading Mr. Coates's paper, one can formulate a

picture of two different Federal Government policy-makers,

whom I shall call Director Devious and Director Dubious.

Mr. Coates describes Director Devious quite well. "The

crucial question facing public policy in any given time is

striking a fresh balance among conflicting forces ......

The search for information is often a delaying tactic. It

can be a mechanism for apparently taking action while taking

no action ....... Even those most intimately associated with

the issues ..... often find it to their advantage not to

confront (them), not to define them, not state them clearly,

and not to use them as a basis for discourse, analysis,

evaluation, and decision making ....... There is a tendency

to misunderstand the role of the elected official and the

senior decision maker in wanting him to make his values

explicit. For him to make his values explicit would be a

travesty. The decision makers role is to adjudicate and to

3



keep his values internal so he can affectively adjudicate

the value-laden material put forwa: to him by others."

I have much more difficulty in finding Mr. Coates's

paper a description of Director Dubious. Mr. Coates says

"Government is not a religion and bureaucrats are not moral

athletes." But I believe that, in this as in other areas of

performance, a desire for athletic excellence is built into

many of us, whatever the level of our capabilities for

fulfilling that desire. My image of Director Dubious is

that he is perplexed by the multiplicity of the uncert-

ainties and the value orientations with which he must cope.

While he recognizes the necessity of functioning as a

middle-man mediating among conflicting stake holders with

conflicting values, in the face of technological and political

S. realities that are often rather vaguely and uncertainly

". defined, he genuinely would like to perform this function as

best he can, and would welcome tools that might help him to

do so. Nor, I think, would he endorse Mr. Coates's advice

that he should keep his own values deeply hidden from others,

and perhaps even from himself. If some of his values are,

as Mr. Coates says, dark, uncongenial, and even unspeakable,

he wishes they weren't. He would like to have some way of

inspecting values, both his own and those of others, and

attempting to make some kind of moral sense out of them in

their relation to the facts of the problem.

If I may lapse for a moment into psychoanalytic jargon,

perhaps Director Devious might be taken as a representation

of the ego of one kind of elected official or senior decision

maker. If so, perhaps Director Dubious is a representation

6 of the same person's superego.

I feel reasonably confident that Mr. Coates would

regard the tools that I am going to propose for use as

idealistic ard naive, and therefore unlikely to be of much

use to a public policy maker. Contexts exist in which I

4
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would agree with him. Nevertheless, each of the two major

tools I plan to discuss is in fact in current use in sig-

nificant public decision making contexts. Unfortunately, I

will not present examples of the actual application of those

tools to public decisions. For one thing, many of the

details of those applications as they now are in progress

are classified or otherwise confidential. For another

thing, even if they were not, the character of each detailed

applicatirn is typically so complicated that any attempt to

presenL the basic ideas at appropriate length would inevitably

fail. Consequently, I will talk about two relatively simple

tools, both currently in use, in contexts in which they

ol"-b..usly bear on public policy, and could be used by

public policy makers, but so far have not been.

Evaluating Radiological Efficacy by Bayesian Methods

My first tool is addressed to the first of the two key

problems that Mr. Coates identified: the problem of uncer-

tainty. The work that I will be reporting comes from the

Efficacy Study of the American College of Radiology, and is

a collaborative effort involving Lee Lusted, Russell Bell,

Harry Roberts, David Wallace, and myself, among a good many

others. The funds supporting it came from the National
Center for Health Services Research of the U.S. Public

Health Service. For a report on the results so far, see

Lusted, Bell, Edwards, Roberts, and Wallace (in press).

The essential purpose of the Efficacy Study is to

explore the usefulness of the very large number of X-ra's

and other radiologic diagnostic procedures being carried out

in the United States. This particular report is based on

7,976 case studies in various emergency room settings. The

study is ongoing; ultimately, it hopes to explore something

on the order of 60,000 cases in a very wide variety of

settings for radiological practice.

5



Back in 1971 the American College of Radiology set up a

Committee on Efficacy. Among its motives were a finding by

Bell and Loop (1971) that an X-ray examination of the skull

following a trauma was quite unlikely to show skull fracture

unless certain signs and symptoms were present, and that the

probability was even lower that the radiographic findincls

would affect patient management or the final outcome. Bell

and Loop estimated that society was paying $7,650.00 per

skull fracture found in patients X-rayed under those con-

ditions, and they questioned whether the benefits were worth

the cost. 'More generally, the ACR's Board of Chancellors

had been concerned because the demand for radiological

services was, and is, growing faster than the supply, even

though costs were also increasing. No rational basis

existed at that time, or now, for setting priorities for

available radiologic services. Customarily the radiologist

performs the radiographic examination that the attending

physician requests whether or not the request is appro-

priate. Although some data do exist suggesting what X-ray

examinations are appropriate under what conditions, most

radiologists know that on occasion a physician will request

a radiological examination that appears unnecessary and the

radiologist receiving the request is likely to fulfill it.

At its first meeting in 1971, the ACR Committee of

Efficacy, chaired by Professor Lee Lusted of the University

of Chicago, attempted to formulate the problem of what

efficacy was and how it might be measured. Three different

conceptions of efficacy were proposed, varying both in

relevance to the long range problem and in measurability.

The most relevant, but also hardest to measure, has come to

be called Efficacy-3. Lfficacy-3 is long run efficacy from

the patient's point of view;that is, a diagnostic procedure

is Efficacious-3 if the patient is, in the long run, better

off as a result of that procedure and its consequences than

he would have been had it not been performed. Obviously,

6
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knowledge of long run outcomes is difficult to obtain, and

knowledge of hypothetical long run outcomes for sequences of

diagnostic and therapeutic procedures other than the one

actually carried out is even more difficult to obtain.

Consequently, the committee next considered Efficacy-2. A

diagnostic procedure is Efficacious-2 if and only if the

course of subsequent therapeutic action taken by the attending

physician is different as a result of performance of the

procedure than it would have been otherwise.

Obviously Efficacy-2 is easier to measure than Efficacy-

3, since it refers only to events in the immediate future.

However, one must still discover what would have been done

had constraints existed that did not in fact exist, and that

too presents measurement difficulties. So, as a final

fallback position, the Committee chose to study Efficacy-l.

A procedure is Efficacious-i if and only if the procedure

influences the diagnostic thinking of the attending physician.

This definition turns out to lead to relatively straightforward

measurements. All one must do is to discover what the attending

physician was thinking at the time he ordered the X-ray,

what he thinks at the time he receives the results, and

compare the two; if they are different, the procedure is

Efficacious-l, and the size of the difference measures the

amount of efficacy.

How does one measure what the attending physician is

*" thinking? An appropriate procedure is to collect judgments

of the probabilities of possible diagnoses prior to the X-

ray, and another set of judgments posterior to it. Then, by

using Bayes' Theorem, one can calculate the extent to which

opinion has been changed as a result of the X-ray. Bayes'

theorem is a trivially simple fact about probability, and

can be represented for our current purposes by the following

equation: LFO = LIO + LLR. In this equation, LIO stands

for Log Initial Odds. LFO stands for Log Final Odds, and

4 LLR stands for Log Likelihood Ratio. The logarithmic form

7
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of Bayes's theorem is used here in order to make the rel-

ationship additive, and in order to make the measure of

diagnostic efficacy, LLR, symmetric around 0. The mathe-

matical details by means of which this form of Bayes's

theorem can be translated into other forms, and by means of

which probability judgments can be related to this equation,

can be found in many places, for example, Edwards, Lindman,

and Phillips (1965). The more recent developemnt of this

technology has been supported by this and other ARPA projects

(see e.g. Eils, Seaver, and Edwards, 1977), and is in use in

various military and international-relations contexts.

Obviously, at the time he orders an X-ray an attending

physician may be considering many hypotheses about what is

wrong with the patient. To reduce this large set to a more

manageable set, the study defined two diagnoses. One of

them was the most important diagnosis, the one that the

attending physician would be most eager not to miss. In

most cases that would be a fracture or some other medically

unpleasant state of affairs. The other diagnosis was the

diagnosis considered most likely; very often that was "normal".

A pretest of procedures for measuring Efficacy-i is
reported in Thornbury, Fryback, and Edwards (1975).

Figure 1 shows the front of a typical data collection

form. This was filled out by the attending physican as a

part of the process of ordering an X-ray. Figure 2 shows

the back of that same form, which was filled out by the same

physician when the result of the X-ray was returned to him.

I must emphasize that the attending physicians in this study

were not specially chosen for expertise in probability. The

study was geographically very widely distributed; radio-

logical settings in emergency rooms all over the country

were used. Radiologists who were willing to cooperate in

the study were brought from those settings to Chicago where

they received roughly two days worth of training about the

nature of the study and about some rather elementary rules

8



* Patient Name _______________Patient 1. D.________________

Date oftBir-th __________ Sex __________Case Number _______

- AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY - EFFICACY STUDY: SKULL - EMERGENCY

PART I (TO BE COMPLETED BY CLIN4ICIAN BEFORE RA-DIOLOGIC PROCEDURE)
* (See CLINICIAN'S HANDBOOK for guidance in completing this form.)

* A. Clinical Data: For each entry check one box. (Y-Yes. N-No, ? -Equivocal. NA-Not Ascertained)

* ' N I ND WAS REPORTED Y N 4 ND WAS FOU14D
Recent Trauma Physical Evidence of Injury

Recent Pain or Headache Disrupted or Deformed bsone

Focal Weakness or Numbness Focal Somatic Neural Defect

Seizure or Unconsciousness Bruit ot Aiterea -Pulse

Abnormal Mentation Abnormal Mentation,

Deafness. Tirnitus. Vertigo Discolored Eardrum or Otorrhea

Recent Visual Problems Eye Sigps of Brain Problem

Defective Speech or Expression Other Crania± Nerve Dysfunction

Recent Nausea or Vomiting Aboral Tendon Reflex

Other ______________Other______________

(Specify) - (Specify)

- B. What is your patient's PROBLEIM that causes you to request this examination?_________

C. 1) For the problem in B. state-the most important prospective DIAGNOSIS which prompts this
* . ~~procedure. __________________________________________

2) What are your odds or probability estimate that the diagnosis in "C-i" will prove correct?

D. 1) For the problem in B. state the most likely pros~peCti-e DIAGNOSIS ("normal" may be used) which

* . ~~~prompts this procedure (only it different than the diagnosis in C)_________________

* ~~2) What are your odds or probability that the diagnosis in "D-l" will prove correct? _______

E. What is the one major reason for this procedure? (Check one box only)

[]Prove part normal [Confirm no change []Institutional policy

LIConfirm diagnosis [Show change in disease or healing [Teacing or research

* lIInvestigate diffuse suspicions jJAssess length, position. etc. Medical-legal

- * ~~Other___________

F. Are you presently aware of patient's medical insurance status?

Not Aware [] Believe patient is: Insured El Not Insured[j

S.. Your Name ____________and/for ACR 1. D. Number _______Date Filled Out ____

(Pleaqe Print)

- RETURN TO RAD IOLOGY AFTER COMPLETING PART 11

S NOT A PART OF MED ICAL RECORD



FIGURE 2

PART 11 TO BE COMPLETED BY CLINICIAN AS SOON AS RADIOLOCIC RESULTS ARE KNOWN

G. Knowing the X-ray findings. now estimate .he odds or probability that the:

1) "most Important" diagnosis stated in "C-l" of Part I is correct ______________

2) "most likely" diagnosis stated in "D-l". if any. or Part I is correct_____________

H. Enter below any NEW diagnoses based on radiological findings?

1) most important new diagnosis Code:______)

2) most likely new diagnosis (include normal) __________Code:____

Your Name ____________and/or ACR 1. D. Number ______Date Filled Out____
(Please Print)

SIGNIFICANT RADIOLOGIC FINDINGS (To be filled out by radiologist or referring physicia&):

TO BE COMPLETED BY RADIOLOGY

RADIOLOGIC PROCEDURE CODE:

RADIOLOGIC DIAGNOSES CODES Dxl __ DX2

Dx3

SETTING (check one) [] Screening []Inpatient

~J Emergency LiOutpatient

RETURN TO Dr. ____ ______I N RAD IOLOGY AFTER COMPLETI NG PART I I

NOT A PART OF MEDICAL RECORD



for assessing probabilities. When they returned to their

native heaths, they recruited attending physicians from

among those who frequently requested them to perform radiological

services. They trained the attending physicians in how to

estimate probabilities. Under the circumstances the rel-

atively high quality of the probability estimates obtained

is surprising and delightful.

The sampling procedure used in this study, like that

used in many other studies of medical practice, has one

overriding principle; those who participated were those who

were willing to participate. No apologies for this pro-

cedure are required, since there is no very satisfactory way

of preceeding otherwise. Nevertheless, such sampling does

present possibilities of bias in generalization to a national

population either of radiologists or of attending physicians.

Consequently, pending the outcome of further detailed analyses

now in progress intended to explore the possibility of

sample bias, generalizations from these results to such

national populations should be done with extreme caution and

nontrivial amounts of skepticism.

Various procedures explained in detail in Lusted et al.

(in press) were used to spread cases widely over 47 different

emergency rooms and about the same number of radiologists,I-. between large and small hospitals, between teaching and non-
teaching hospitals, and over a wide variety and number of

• -attending physicians.
As of July, 1976, the data base was distributed over X-

ray procedures as is shown in Table 1.

"" As usual in any kind of statistical study, there are

technical problems, and I must discuss one: the truncation

effect. Some respondents responded in probabilities and

some responded in odds, but either way most of them worked

with relatively small numbers of discrete levels of the

quantities they were estimating. In the middle range of

uncertainty, this hardly matters, but the extreme ends of

11
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Table 1

Distribution of Cases Over Procedures

Procedure Number of Cases

Skull 958

Cervical Spine 862

Chest 2353

Abdomen 839

Intravenous Pyelogram 278

Lumbar Spine 708

Extremities 1878

0TTAL 7876

S..1 i 12
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the scale required particular attention. The problem is

more severe for clinicians who reported in probabilities.

Many of these, in spite of emphatic attempts to train them

otherwise, made estimates of 0 or 1; both of those numbers

are uninterpretable in Bayesian arithmetic. ACR adopted an

editing convention of calling 0, .0001 and calling 1, .9999.

These rounding conventions, combined with the fact that most

attending physicians responded in probabilities and used

only discrete sets of numbers, produced rather peculiar

structures in the analyzed data. Figure 3 presents a

scatter plot of log likelihood ratio against log initial

odds over all procedures. You can see several parallelogram

patterns that correspond to different common truncation

limits used by groups of attending physicians, or imposed by

the editing convention to avoid estimates of 0 or 1. ACR

has, of course, devised methods of analysis that are insensitive

to what happens at the extremes of the probability scale.

For a more detailed discussion of this technical topic, see

Lusted et al. (in press).

Although the study is far from complete, it is possible

to base some reasonable convincing conclusions on the data

so far. First, the procedure is feasible; that is, such

probabilistic assessments can be made in an orderly way and

do provide information about the diagnostic thinking of

attending physicians. This conclusion follows less from data

analysis than from informal contact with the physicians who

in fact made the assessments.

A second conclusion is that the impact of X-ray examinations

on diagnostic thinking was evident in the vast majority of

cases and was substantial in most. Overall, not more than

10% of examinations seemingly had no influence on diagnostic

thinking (that is, produced a 0 log likelihood ratio). A

more detailed and refined analysis of the data suggests that

the actual percentage of 0-information X-rays may be less

than 5%.

13-- A
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A third conclusion is that at the time x-rays were

requested, the requesting physician was normally uncertain

about the correctness of this tentative diagnosis. About

4 times in 5, however, the probability of the tentative

most important diagnosis was assessed at less than 1/2;

over half the time, it was assessed at less than about

.15. In other words, the most important diagnosis often

had the character of a not-very-likely medical disaster.

A fourth conclusion is that about 3/4 of the examinations

produced a lowering of the clinician's initial probabilities

for the tentative most important diagnosis. In other words,

on the whole, the effect of radiology in the emergency room

setting tends to be one of reassurance rather than one of

confirming alarm. This conclusion has implications for the

relationship between Efficacy-l, diagnostic efficacy,

and Efficacy-2, treatment efficacy. Reassurance is clearly

just as appropriate from the point of view of Efficacy-i

as would be confirmation of one's worst fears. On the other

hand, it seems quite likely that this finding might imply that

x-ray procedures that are highly Efficacious-i may not be

especially Efficacious-2. ACR proposes to attack that

question in later studies, if current rather tentative

ideas about how to measure Efficacy-2 turn out to be in

fact workable.

A fifth conclusion is that the major effect of x-rays

is to reduce uncertainty. This was no surprise. Even after

examination, however, nearly 40% of clinicians assess prob-

abilities for the most important tentative diagnosis at more

than .02 but less than .98. This suggests that a subs-

tantial fraction of diagnostic decisions in the emergency

room setting are based on weight of evidence rather than

proof beyond reasonable doubt. Table 2 shows for various

x-ray procedures the percentage of cases with log odds that

are either less than -1.75 or greater than +1.75. Those

numbers correspond to probabilities of .02 and .98 respectively.

An interesting sixth conclusion, at least from the

is
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U Table 2

Percentage of Cases with Log odds

Less than -1.75 or Greater than +1.75

Before After Net
Procedure RadiographyRdogah Increase

Skull 15.9 69.9 54.0

Cervical Spine 20.8 77.4 56.6

Intravenous Pyelogram 6.1 54.7 48.6

Lubar Spine 15.8 74.2 58.4

Chest 8.4 55.0 46.6

Ahdanen 5.9 45.7 39.8

E~trmities 8.4 75.8 67.4

All Procedures 11.0 65.0 54.0
(7876 cases)
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study so far, is that the influence of X-ray examination on

diagnostic thinking was broadly similar for interns, resident

physicians in training, and practicing physicians. Also

other characteristics, such as the distribution of initial

probabilities for diagnoses and the use of odds or probabilities

in the expression of uncertainty, were similar for the three

groups.

Some other conclusions can be reached from the data,

particularily having to do with the question of how well

attending physicians used the probabilities they estimated

to express their uncertainty. Since these are highly

technical in character, I will not review them. I will only

add that in general, attending physicians tend to overassess

the probability of the relatively unlikely medical disasters

that were usually taken as most important diagnoses.

Exactly the same kind of finding of overassessment of the

probability of highly undesirable events has occurred in a

number of other contexts in which probability estimators

have the opportunity to confuse their judgments of pro-

bability with their assessments of the value of the consequence

of the event whose probability was being judged (see Kelly

and Peterson, 1971).

A final implication of the study may surprise some.

One of the questions asked on the initial form was whether

or not the X-ray study was being performed for medical-legal

reasons. This box was sometimes checked and sometimes not.

Though minor differences between the results when it was

checked and when it was not did occur, their smallness was

quite surprising. In general, X-rays taken for medical-

- -legal reasons are fully as Efficacious-i as X-rays for which

the attending physician does not indicate that he has such

0reasons in mind.

-i *How does this study bear on public policy? At the

moment, it has no direct bearing. It does suggest that the

S-- methodology used is in fact useable, and yields significant

17
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information about the behavior of the individuals performing

socially important and policy-relevant functions. It is

conceivable that refinements of the same methods, combined

with methods for measuring Efficacy-2 and perhaps even

Efficacy-3, might lead to policy-relevant recommendations

about the conditions under which it is or is not most

advisable to recommend that X-rays be taken. If such a

happy result were to occur, the potential for improving the

. distribution of health care services might be significant.

-" - Beyond that, however, there is a much more general

S""implication of the study. It shows that decision makers, in

this case attending physicians, can and will, with a little

training and encouragement, make probability assessments

concerning the issues with respect to which they are making

decisions. Since uncertainty enters into every decision and

probability is the appropriate metric by means of which to

quantify uncertainties, this means that the hope of assessing

* the probabilities that enter into decisions affecting public

policy may not be a vain one.

This assertion need not rest solely on this particular

study. Many other decision makers besides physicians must

deal with uncertainty and are in process of finding the

explicit use of probabilities a helpful tool for doing so.

Probabilistic weather forecasting is coming to be more and

more widely performed. (See for example Murphy and Winkler,

1974). Even more interesting, at least to me, is the growth

in use of explicit probabilities among public officials

Bi responsible for providing informational input to decision

S-- makers concerned with vast issues of global public policy--a

-. growth stimulated mainly by ARPA-sponsored research and

application work. For public discussions of relevent

O technolgy see Edwards, Phillips, Hays, and Goodman (1968),

Kelly and Peterson (1971), Barclay and Randall (1975).
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In sum, then, Director Dubious, eager to come to terms

not only with his own uncertainties but with the uncertainties

of those who advise or attempt to influence him, has available

to him a quite elaborate technology, based on explicit

assessment of probabilities. That technology is already in

use, and its generality and simplicity invites optimists

like me to suppose that use may extend and spread into other

contexts. Perhaps Director Dubious can be helped to become

at least somewhat less dubious about uncertainties.

Multiattribute Utility Measurement as a Tool for

the Explication and Aggregation of Social Values

As I read Mr. Coates's discussion of the latent, dark,

uncongenial, and even unspeakable nature of private motives,

I was quite unclear whether he considered this to be desirable,

deplorable, or simply a fact of life. But since I don't

believe Mr. Coate's premise about the unattractive character

of private motives, whether that premise is desirable or

deplorable seems to be beside the point. Most motives,

public or private, are mundane, ordinary, and reasonably

well organized toward the problem at hand. My own motives

in deciding what to include in this paper, for example, are

to present two intellectual tools that I think may be useful

to public decision makers in as effective a light as I can

manage, and in the process to be entertaining and perhaps to

get a gentle argument going with Mr. Coates. Behind those

surface motives, I may well have better-concealed motives to

the effect that if the technologies that I am advocating are

in fact perceived as useful, I may gain in various ways.

None of these motives seem too latent, dark, or uncongenial;

and I can guarantee that they are not unspeakable, since I

just spoke (or at any rate wrote) about them. Many, perhaps

most, of the motives that affect ordinary executives in

their working lives have essentially this character.
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Mr. Coates made eloquent reference in his paper to the

two real problems about motives. One is that different

people, and especially different pressure groups, have

different motives, whereas the decision maker must make a

decision that is responsive both to wishes of those whom he

serves and to the technological facts of his problem. The

other is that any single person's motives, whether private

or public and whether latent or explicit, are virtually

always in conflict. And, of course, every public policy
decision requires value trade-offs. In order to do better

with respect to some dimensions of value, we must do worse

with respect to others.But what are the appropriate exchange

rates?

A new technology of value trade-offs has been developing

very rapidly over the course of the last nine years. It is

called multiattribute utility measurement, and it is particularly

prominent in the writings of Howard Raiffa, Ralph Keeney,

Ron Howard, and myself. Relevant references include Raiffa

(1969), Keeney and Raiffa (1976), Howard (1973), and Edwards

(1971). ARPA has extensively supported research and applications

concerned with this technology and other DoD agencies have

applied the technology also. See for example Edwards and

von Winterfeldt (1973); Edwards and Gardiner (1975); Edwards

and O'Connor (1976); Edwards (1977); Chinnis, Kelly, Minckler,

and O'Connor (1976); and O'Connor, Reese and Allen (1976).

The essential idea of multiattribute utility measurement

is that every significant value can in effect be partitioned

,. into a set of subvalues on each of a number of dimensions.

Technological devices exist for ascertaining what those

dimensions are, for locating each one of the actions, objects,

or whatever is being evaluated on each of these dimensions,

for judging how imprtant each dimension is to the aggregate

value of the thing being evaluated, and then for performing

the aggregation. Details of this technology vary substantially

from one of its advocates to another, but the description as
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I have just given it would probably be agreed to by all.

As in the case of probabilities, I intend to review an

application that has potential public policy relevance

rather than an application in being. There are in fact

several applications already in being, and they have been

described in open literature. However they are quite com-

plicated. Two examples are: Chinnis, Kelly, Minckler, and

O'Connor (1976); and O'Connor, Reese, and Allen (1976). See

also Edwards, Guttentag, and Snapper (1975), and Keeney and

Raiffa (1976). The particular application that I intend to

discuss is to the selection of nuclear waste disposal

sites. The work was performed in collaboration with Dr.

Harry J. Otway, who is Director of the Research Project on

Technological Risk Assessment, sponsored by the International

Atomic Energy Authority and the International Institute for

Applied Systems Analysis. For a more complete report of

this study, see Otway and Edwards (1977).
Otway's project has two main goals. One is to measure

the attitudes of various publics toward the risks associated

with various modern technologies in general, and with

nuclear power production technology in particular. The

other is to explore methods by means of which the technological

decision makers who must manage nuclear power activities can

be aided in taking public attitudes into account in their

decision. This particular study was addressed to the latter

question. The study was conducted during the course of an

international meeting of high level technologists concerned

with the problem of nuclear waste disposal. The ten participants

included representatives from eight countries with advanced

nuclear energy programs. Since the conference was in part

about problems of risk assessment and risk management in

nuclear waste disposal, they were very much concerned with

the problem and very cooperative. Otway planned the study,

enlisted the cooperation of the respondents, and collected

the data.

21
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The first task, of course, was to find what dimensions

of value were relevant to the problem of selecting waste

disposal sites. Since Otway's goal was to demonstrate how

to take social attitudes toward those sites into account in

the decision process, obviously, social attitudes had to be

one such value dimension, and indeed it was the first one

listed.

Elicitation of value dimensions was done by simply

asking all the respondents, together in a room, to identify

what issues seemed to them important in making such decisions.

Table 3 shows value dimensions and measures for six sites.

After Otway had suggested social attitudes as the first such

dimension, there was some question about how such attitudes

should be scaled, and it was agreed that for the purpose of

this demonstration a simple 0 to 100 scale would be appropriate

with 100 as a highly favorable attitude and 0 as a highly

unfavorable one.

The next dimension, proposed by one of the participants,

was remoteness of the waste disposal site from a population

center, measured in kilometers. 160 kilometers was considered

as having a value of 100 and 0 kilometers was considered as

having a value of 0. The third dimension was the geospheric

path length in kilometers. Roughly, that is the distance a

radioactive particle must travel, typically through the

ground, to reach the nearest point used by people. Again,

160 kilometers scores 100 and 0 kilometers scores 0. The

fourth dimension was proximity of the waste disposal site to

natural resources such as mines. 160 kilometers scores 100

and 0 kilometers scores 0. The fifth dimension was geological
disturbance probability--the probability of one or more

significant-sized-earthquakes in a year. 10- 6 (one chance

in a million) scores 100 and 1 scores 0. The sixth dimension

was the relative migration rate of the critical nuclide, in

the geological formation, allowing for absorption and desorption,

compared with the rate of movement of ground water (assumed

N constant at 0.3 m/day). Since this dimension is a ratio, it

has no units; 10 - was scored as 100 and 1 was scored as 0.
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Table 3

Descriptions of Six Hypothetical Nuclear Waste Disposal Sites

Value Dimension, Range, Site Site Site Site Site Site
and Scaling 1 2 3 4 5 6

DI. Public attitude, 0 = extremely 40 20 10 40 60 70
negative; 100 = extemely positive

D2. Remoteness from Population center, 40 12 12 12 40 120
km (90 kmi=n0; ;60 km = 100)

D3. Geosperic path length, km 40 12 12 4 4 40
( O km = O; 160 km = 100)

D4. Promiximity to natural resources, km 50 150 150 50 15 15
( km = 0; 160 km = 100)

D5. Geologic disturbance probaility 10-4  10-5  10-4  10-6 10
-5  10-6

per year
( 1 = 0; 10 = 100; linear in exponent)

D6. Relative migration rate of critical 10-3  10-3  10-2 10-I 10-2  10-I

nuclide
( 1 = 0; 10 = 100; linear in exponent)

D7. Transportation distance, km 1500 500 500 1500 150 150
(1600 km = 0; 0 km = 100)
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Table 4

Rescaled single-dimension utilities and aggregate utilities

at six nuclear waste disposal sites

Dimensions Sites

Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Public attitude 50 16.7 0 50 83.3 100

Remoteness fron 25.9 0 0 100 25.9 100
popluation center

Geosperic path length 100 22.2 22.2 0 0 100

Proximity to natural 25.9 100 100 25.9 0 0
resources

Geological disturbance 0 50 0 100 50 100

probability per year

Relative migration rate 100 100 50 0 50 0
of critical nuclide

Transportation distance 0 74.1 74.1 0 100 100

Aggregate utility 45.6 57.3 40.4 38.2 41.0 57.9

(f Wiuij)

1)4
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The seventh dimension, elicited from the respondents only

after a great deal of struggle and effort, was transportation

distance between the nuclear plan and the waste disposal site.

Zero kilometers scores 100 and 1,600 Kilometers scores 0.

Note that all dimensions are transformed onto the 0 to

100 scale in such a fashion that higher scores are preferable

to lower ones. The scaling of the dimensions was chosen in

such a way that the respondents seemed likely to be willing

to treat the single dimension utilities as linear with the

physical measures involved--and indeed they were. In the

case of dimension 5 and dimension 6 this linearity is, of

course, with the exponent rather than with the number itself.

In retrospect, several features of the scaling of the

dimepsions were questionable. The most obvious is the use

of 1 as the highest probability of an earthquake in a year.

No one would seriously propose a nuclear waste disposal site

with so high a probability of an earthquake; a lower probability

should have been used as the upper bound.

It is important to emphasize that all sites were assumed

to have the same biological characteristics, and that use of

any of them was assumed to fall within appropriate budget

constraints.

The value model to be used in this particular exercise

was a simple weighted average model. Such value models are

quite common, and have been exposed to a great deal of

criticism by decision analysts (e.g. Keeney and Raiffa,

1976) who complain, quite correctly, that they do not capture

subtleties in the value structure that people may bring to a

problem. Those like myself, who like to use simple structures

and who feel that the simplicity of eliciting numbers built

around those structures is more important than getting the

model structure just right at the cost of enormously enhanced

complexity of elicitation technique, are happy that a number of

approximation theorems show that value structures elicited in

the way will, under conditions such as prevailed in this

experiment, often be very close
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approximations to much more elaborate and sophisticated

value structures that would have required very much more

difficult, complicated and socially unacceptable judgments.

See Yntema and Torgerson (1961); Dawes and Corrigan (1974);

Wainer (1976); and von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1973 (a),

1973 (b)).
In order to perform a simple evaluation of this kind,

the next necessary step is to obtain the weights that are to

be associated with the various dimensions. The procedure
for doing this that I have developed in the course of past

ARPA research (Edwards, 1972) is to ask each respondent,
working separately, first to rank the dimensions in order of
importance, from most to least important. Then he arbitrarily

assigns an importance weight of 10 to the least important

dimension, and then moves up through the dimensions making

ratio judgments about the relative importances of each of

the more important dimensions compared with the least important

dimension. Since he can also make ratio judgments of the

various dimensions compared with one another, he can obtain

a great many internal consistency checks to make sure that

he is in fact not unduly succumbing to whole number ten-

dencies or any of the other vices to which this kind of

judgmental procedure is subject. This was done for each

respondent.
Finally, in order to see whether the apparatus that

thus had been developed for assessing the attractiveness of

waste disposal sites was appealing to the respondents, it

was necessary actually to consider some waste disposal
sites. So far, the entire process had been carried out
without reference to any specific site. However, a number

of sites that have been proposed as possible ones for

nuclear waste disposal were used as the basis for judgment

on the seven relevant dimensions, and the result is shown in

Table 3. The ranges of the various dimensions that were

14 actually encountered in the sites were much smaller than the
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ranges that had been anticipated as possible; this fact has

important methodological consequences which I will discuss

in a moment.

So far as the respondents were concerned, the final

procedure was to ask them to make holistic evaluations,

which means ratings on a 0 to 100 scale, of each site, for

comparision with the multiattribute utility evaluations.

2Otway asked each respondent to judge the importance

weights of the seven value dimensions twice and consequently

test-retest reliabilities of these judgments could be

calculated. Correlations between first and second judgments

were very high; the mean was .93. For convenience, all

subsequent calculations used the second set of weights. The

interrespondent agreement about importance weights was, as

you would expect, much lower. Correlations among second

judgment weights between pairs of respondents range from

+.97 to -.27, with a mean of +.39. Actually, this is a

somewhat higher level of inter-judge agreement than has been

* found in some other applications of this particular technique

(e.g. the OCD example in Edwards, Guttentag, and Snapper,

* 1975). I have argued elsewhere on the basis of ARPA-sponsored

research and other data (Edwards (1971); Edwards, Guttentag,

and Snapper (1975)) that individual differences in values

should show up primarily in assessments of the importance of

value dimensions. Single-dimension utilities are often

technical judgments rather than value judgmnts.

Obviously, the question that would be of primary

interest to Mr. Coates, and also to me, is: How do we go

about reducing, removing or otherwise dealing with these

individual differences in values?

At this point, unfortunately, time pressure problems

arose. The best way to do it would be to normalize the

importance weights for each individual separately, to

average them, to calculate the ratios of importance weights

specified by the averages, and then to feed those ratios
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back to the judges, sitting as a group, and ask them to

*debate them until they reach some form of agreement about a

final set of such judgments that they were willing to allow

to be used in a decision process. The judgments were indeed

normalized and averaged, but Otway could not feed back and

reconcile differences. In a different context, I have tried

this process of feeding back and reconciling differences,

with quite good results. And I would anticipate that some

procedure of that sort would be the essential ingredient in

any large-scale application of this technology to decisions

over which there are major social conflicts. In the contexts

which the technology has so far been applied, however, the

issues involved have been so profoundly technological that

such a procedure has not generally been used. Instead, the

experts on each of the kinds of numbers were asked to reach

consensus about the numbers within the field of their

expertise, and were usually able to do so quite well.

Perhaps this technology is more easily applicable to fields

in which this kind of technological resolution of conflict

is appropriate than it is to contexts involving broader

kinds of social conflicts.

Now consider the range problem that I mentioned earlier.

Consider, for example, dimension 3, geospheric path length.

Its actual range covers only 22.5% of the range that originally

had been assigned to it. This can easily happen in situations,

such as this one, in which the evaluation scheme is developed

before the entities to be evaluated are known. Yet exactly

that must often be done.

The reason why this presents a problem is that the

range of utility values of a value dimension is in a sense a

kind of importance weight. A dimension whose utility values

range from 0 to 50 is effectively only half as important in

controlling evaluation as one having the same weight whose

*utility values range from 0 to 100.

This problem can be solved only by judgmental methods.
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However, some mathematical techniques exist that help to put

it into perspective. It is possible to transform both the

single-dimension utility values and the importance weights

in such a fashion as to preserve unchanged the preference

ordering over the options and the utility spacing between

options, while putting all of the single-dimension utility

functions on a scale whose minimum in fact falls at 0 and

whose maximum in fact falls at 100. Table 4 shows the

result of doing so. Inspection of that table will show that

no one could possibly pick site 3. In technical jargon,

site 2 dominates site 3; that is, site 2 is at least as good

as site 3 on every dimension, and definitely better on at

least one. No other site is dominated. Also note that site

6, although evaluated as best by the weighted utility

criterion, does not dominate site 3; site 3 is better than

site 6 on the dimensions of proximity to natural resources

and transportation distance.

The transformations which I have discussed permit

exploration of the extent to which the scaling of the single

dimension utility functions influences the ultimate outcome.

I won't go into the details, but in this particular in-

stance, which is rather extreme in deviations of the actual

from the anticipated ranges, the effect on preference orderings

was extremely mod-st. In other words, this procedure is

rather robust to errors of anticipation of that sort.

Finally, consider the relation between the holistic

ratings for the other sites by the respondents and the

multiattribute utility ratings. The mean correlation in

holistic ratings between pairs of respundents is +.20,

and the range is from +.97 to -.55. Note &. it the respondents

are even less in agreement about holistic raLins than they

were about importance weights. That too is a common finding

in applications of this method. The correlation between
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mean holistic ratings and multiattribute utility ratings is

+.58. Both procedures consider site 6 to be best and site 3

to be worst. This correlation between multiattribute

utilities and holistic ratings is somewhat high compared

with most other such correlations in the multiattribute

utility literature, although it still shows that the two

procedures do lead to different results. That on the whole

is gratifying. After all, there would be no point in procedures

like multiattribute utility measurement if direct numerical

assements produced exactly the same results. Except for

various technical details having to do with intercorre-

lations among dimensions, both in value and in physical

characteristics, and with the effect of these on scaling

procedures, that's the end of the story of this particular

study, except for one important addition. Harry Otway

informs me that the respondents thoroughly enjoyed the

study, found the importance weights that they had judged

extremely enlightening, and requested him to be prepared to

repeat the study at their next meeting, with a considerably

more realistic setting and paying considerably more atten-

tion to the details of how the study is done.

Much more sophisticated and complicated versions of

exactly the same technology have been used and are now being

usedunder ARPA and other DoD sponsorship to make major

socially important decisions. Several have been published

in unclassified sources. For example, one (Chinnis, et al.,

1976) has to do with the selection of the winning bidder

from among a number of bids in a very large-scale procurement

of an important and expensive item of military hardware.

The additional complexities of the method were concerned

primarily with the much larger number of dimensions that

were taken into account, the use of a hierarchical value

model rather than the simple value model I have presented
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here, and the introduction of scenarios and scenario prob-

abilities as a tool for the assessment of values. While

these technological details are all of fundamental impor-

tance to real applications, nothing in them changes the

basic idea I have present in this rather simple-minded

exposition.

Nor are all the examples military. In one published

application (Edwards, Guttentag, and Snapper, 1975) a

technique of essentially this character was used to help a

major agency within the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare to make decisions about the allocation of its

research budget for a year. In another application, about

to appear in the ARPA technical report, the same kind of

techgology is being used in planning the rate at which a

government agency should encourage a boom town to boom.

Still another application now in progress is to the National

Program for Decriminalization of Status Offenders. A great

deal of data has been collected by Professor Solomon Iobrin

and his collaborators at the Social Science Research Institute

of USC on the impact of this program both on the juveniles

with whom it deals and on the criminal justice and related

agencies who must deal with these juveniles. We are now

collecting multiattribute utility measurements from a

number of experts on juvenile deliquency, crime, the juvenile

justice system, and the like, and expect to use these judgments

in the process of assessing what the overall effects of this

major national program in fact have been, and whether those

effects are good or bad, and how good or how bad.
6

Conclusion

4

This paper, after some initial questioning of the

assertion that major issues of public policy are inac-

.ssible to technological tools, has attempted to illustrate
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the nature of two technological tools, and to suggest how

they can be and are being used in the course of making major

social policy decisions. Obviously, I would not want to

claim that these tools are optimal, that they are fully

developed, or that they should be used for all such deci-

sions. Their applicability is quite limited, as I have

attempted to suggest in the course of sketching their

nature. Within that area of applicability, however, I

believe that they can help those charged with responsibility

for social policy in dealing with the two key problems that

Mr. Coates identified: uncertainty, and difficulties in

assessing and reconciling values.

As Mr. Coates correctly pointed out, no technological

tool is likely to be of very great use to Director Devious.

His conception of his function, and his goal structure,

makes him essentially uninfluenceable by the technology of

* decision making. Indeed, only the part of that technology

that has to do with budgeting and the assessment of costs is

likely to get very much of his attention.

On the other hand, as I suggested at the beginning of

this paper, Director Dubious is less impervious, mostly

because he is less convinced that social policy making must

continue to be done in the way in which it always has been

done. I conceive of Director Dubious as a skeptical but

open-minded man, interested in technological innovation and

willing to explore the possibilty that a particular tech-

nological innovation may have something useful to offer him.

I have suggested two possible candidate technologies for his

* . attention.
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